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Dear Members, 

I must begin by apologising to you for the delay in the     

production of this edition of the Newsletter which I had 

hoped to have published two weeks ago, but as the saying 

goes— “Better late than never” 

Our presence as a Society at recent district events such as the 

Moonee Valley Festival and Britfest has led to eight new 

members joining the E.H.S. (see pack page) and we look  

forward to meeting up with them at Meetings and other   

activities. We were saddened, however, to lose one of our 

loyal members, Marjorie Conning, who died last month. 

Whilst there has been little happening inside the Courtroom 

since January when Stage 1 was completed, let me assure you 

that members of the Committee have been kept very busy in 

preparation for Stage 2 of the restoration project, and     

planning ahead for our return to our head-quarters in 2019. 

Our Secretary, Mary, brings you up to date in her report on 

Page 4 of this Newsletter. 

In order to enable the contractors to work on the interior of 

the Courthouse, we have to remove the remaining furniture 

and put it into storage for an estimated period of six months. 

We are seeking support from anyone who has, or knows of a 

friend or acquaintance who has access to some suitable (dry 

and secure) space—a disused garage or a spare room— 

where items can be stored while the Stage 2 work is being 

undertaken. Any assistance in this matter would be greatly 

appreciated. 

In the past 22 months our main contact with the public has 

been through our social media networks, and we are in the 

process of updating our website. Thank you to Terry Scott 

and his IT friend, Cliff Tumney, who together with Kelsey 

Collins, have been making changes to the website to make it 

more user friendly and informative. We are also grateful to 

Terry’s wife, Julie, who has accepted the position of Publicity 

Officer, responsible for keeping the information on our   

website up to date.  Thank you Julie. 

We have noticed over the past twelve months a considerable 

increase in the number of requests from members of the 

public through our email site. Mary Cahill handles the      

enquiries and sends them on to those members who under-

take the research for an agreed fee on behalf of the Essendon 

Historical Society. This is forming an increasingly  important 

part of our annual income. 

Our Five Member Cataloguing Committee is still meeting 

each Monday morning in the basement of the Niddrie      

Library, keeping the record of our collections in order. 

Whilst it is a long and tedious process, it is our aim to    

eventually have all of our material (photographs, data-bases 

etc) available electronically. Thanks to Judy Maddigan, and 

the Cataloguing Team, for the work that they continue to do. 

One of the highlights of our year so far has been the visits by 

some of our members to the Commonwealth Serum      

Laboratories in Parkville. This was a one off chance offered 

to us to spend some time learning about the work of this 

world renowned scientific establishment. Thank you to the 

CSL Staff for their invitation and to our Secretary, Mary   

Cahill for organising the two visits. 

Thank you to the E.H.S. Members who came along to 

“Britfest” on Saturday, April 21st to help staff our display. I 

would particularly like to thank Peter Bromley for setting up 

a brief Powerpoint Presentation on his lap-top computer 

especially for the occasion Thanks also to Eve Park and 

Marilyn Kenny for dressing up in costume to add to the   

atmosphere. It was a most interesting day.   

The following day I led a 90 minute Heritage Walk through 

part of Old Essendon, commencing at the St. Johns Uniting 

Church car-park. This walk was not widely advertised due to 

the uncertainty of accessibility to the precinct caused by the 

work being carried out in Buckley Street. However, we had 

perfect weather and those who attended enjoyed the pleasant 

walk. 

I also enjoyed the opportunity of talking to a group of elderly 

residents at the Holloway Aged Care hostel in March. 

Our Meetings at “Windy Hill” this year have again been well 

supported. We all enjoyed  our nostalgic evening with Eric 

Panther who took us Down Memory Lane in March and 

Patti Gerkens, one of the four ladies who formed the group 

Women Caring for Veterans of War in 2015, was our guest 

speaker at our April Meeting. Her illustrated talk about the 

Victory Park statue, of “Rosemary”, and how she came 

about, was also well received.   

Very shortly you will receive a special mail-out from our 

Treasurer, Terry Scott, inviting you to our annual Dinner 

Meeting. This has, in the past, been held in August but has 

been brought forward to June this year. It will be held at our 

normal venue at “Windy Hill”. Our Guest Speaker for the 

occasion, will be Virginia Noonan, who has written a book 

about the Merrifield family based on unpublished family  

letters, and including, of course, our late Life Member, Dr. 

Samuel Merrifield. The family originated in Tavistock in 

Devonshire, England, and Virginia recently launched her 

book from here.  I hope that we get a good attendance on 

this special night. 

      Bob Chalmers 

 

 

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 
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KEEP IN TOUCH WITH E.H.S. ACTIVITIES ON 

OUR WEBSITE 

www.esshissoc.org.au 

Email Address esshissoc@mail.com 

SUPPORTERS OF THE E.H.S.       

RESTORATION FUND 

We thank the following  local  Businesses &   

Organisations for their generous  support 

Paul McDonald Real Estate 

Brad Teal Real Estate 

Rotary Club of  Essendon 

Strathmore Theatrical Arts Group 

Lions Club of  Essendon Inc. 

Rotary Club of  Essendon North  

Australia Day Breakfast Committee 

REMEMBER THAT YOU CAN ALSO COMMUNICATE WITH US THROUGH FACEBOOK AND TWITTER 

FACEBOOK:   www.facebook.com/EssendonHistoricalSociety     TWITTER:      twitter.com/EssHisSoc 

  

 

 

Empty Garage? 

Spare Room? 

We need to remove and store some office     

furniture that is presently in the Courthouse 

so that the restoration (i.e. painting, new 

flooring) of  the interior can be carried out. 

We would be pleased to hear from anyone 

who has an empty garage or a spare room in 

which the furniture could be stored for a  

period of  about six months. This does not 

necessarily need to be located in Moonee 

Valley. 

If  you can help, please ring either 

 Bob Chalmers 9 379 2750 or 

 Terry Scott  9 300 2747 

We would greatly appreciate  your             

assistance in this matter. 

 

 

 

It is with great sadness that we record the death of one 

of our oldest and dearest members—Marjorie Conning.  

Marjorie lived most of her 98 years within the City of 

Essendon. She joined the Essendon Historical Society 

in 1973 and supported many of our activities during her  

years of membership. She donated quite a number of 

items of local interest to our collections and before 

moving out of the district some five years ago she     

attended many of our meetings. 

Marj. left her home in Stanley Street, Essendon and 

moved into “Vasey House” an Aged Care facility in 

Bundoora, to be closer to family members when her 

health began to fail. 

Two years ago Mary Cahill and Kelsey Collins visited 

Marjorie and presented her with a special certificate to 

recognise her loyal support as a member of the E.H.S. 

over a long  period. 

Marjory died on 14th April just two months short of 

her 99th birthday. A number of E.H.S. members were 

in attendance at her Funeral,  which was held on  

Thursday 19th April at the Essendon Church of Christ  

in Buckley Street, Essendon.  

   

CAN YOU HELP ????? VALE MARJORIE CONNING 
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After several lengthy delays by the power company, we 

now have power connected to the Courthouse!   

Stage 1 has been completed and the architect has checked 

that any defects have been addressed. 

On with Stage 2!  This includes restoration of the interior 

as well as the exterior brickwork and masonry.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Interior of the Courtroom requires a lot of work 

Restoration of the exterior brickwork—Part of Stage 2 

Permits from Heritage Victoria may be needed for        

anything new (eg. heater panels). We are hoping to go to 

tender by mid May. 

In the courtroom, the colour scheme will be similar to that 

prior to the fire.  The witness stand, press table and two 

wash stands were salvaged from the fire but  they will    

require some minor repairs and appropriate cleaning/

polishing.  The EHS Committee has agreed to proceed 

with the professional restoration of the large 1866 gilt edge 

frame (which had been located on the east wall of the 

courtroom). 

A great deal of thought has been given to storage of the 

EHS Collection.  It has been decided that the Ted Smith 

Room (near the kitchen) will become an office whilst the 

Sam Merrifield Room and other side rooms will be used 

for storage.  Some of the office furniture will need to be 

replaced with custom built items.  Needless to say, the  

storage space in the Courthouse is very limited. 

In our planning, consideration needs to be given to the use 

and installation of technology to digitise the collection but 

also to showcase various items of the Collection in the 

courtroom. 

Negotiations with the MVCC regarding the possibility of 

sharing the usage of the Courthouse continue.  At         

particular times EHS will require exclusive use of the  

building. 

The funding for the Courthouse Restoration is being provided through 

the Living Heritage Grants Program of the Victorian State       

Government. 

- Mary Cahill 

The Courtroom still looks sad—but we’re making progress 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COURTHOUSE RESTORATION UPDATE 
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Members of The Essendon Historical Society were very 

privileged to be invited to spend a morning at CSL in  

Parkville recently. This organisation, which is known all 

over the world for its high quality research and the     

manufacture of life saving vaccines and pharmaceutical 

goods, celebrated its centenary last year but due to the  

nature of its work, it is not open to the public. 

Numbers were limited to 12 members per group. The first 

visit took place on Friday, March 16, but because of the 

interest shown, a second visit was organised and twelve 

members attended a tour on  Friday, April 27th. 

Thank you to our Secretary, Mary Cahill, for organising the 

visits for the two groups. 

The following comprehensive report was compiled by 

Rosalie Coutts who was a member of the first group. 

The 16th of March 2018 saw a small group of Essendon 

Historical Society members make history of their own by 

being the first group of non-scientific/medical people to 

participate in an introductory talk and guided tour of CSL 

in Parkville. 

I was fortunate to be part of this group.  We started in the 

board room where the Archivist Ms Jacqui Altman took us 

through the displays of historical equipment, photos and 

research papers on display.  We were told that CSL       

employs 16000 staff in 30 countries around the world. 

CSL, formerly known as Commonwealth Serum          

Laboratories, was established in 1915 when it was         

recognised that Australia could no longer rely on overseas 

sources for life-saving medicines as a result of WW1.  By 

1919 with the Spanish flu pandemic killing millions CSL 

quickly produced 3 million doses of vaccine that combated 

the disease and protected Australians. 

The list of vaccines being produced grew rapidly. 

1920 saw 24 vaccines being manufactured including     

diphtheria and in 1922 veterinary vaccines were added to 

the list. 

A major achievement occurred in 1923 with CSL being 

licensed to make insulin, only one of four worldwide.  This 

meets the needs of all Australians with diabetes to this day. 

A long and successful collaboration with Walter and Eliza 

Hall Institute, still evidenced today, led in 1930 to the    

development of the antivenom against the deadly tiger 

snake bite and other antivenoms for Australia’s most    

venomous creatures. 

In 1934 CSL opened an additional site in Broadmeadows 

primarily for animal health products.  This site in the 

1960’s, became home to Australia’s first purpose built 

plasma facility. 

With the threat of another war CSL produced a tetanus 

vaccine in 1938.  Australia became the only country in the 

world in 1939 to type the blood of all of its service        

personnel.   

In 1944 with WW II continuing CSL introduced an egg 

based method of producing influenza virus vaccine based 

on the outstanding work of Sir Macfarlane Burnet.  One 

million doses were supplied to Australian and British 

troops.   

Another brilliant Australian Sir Howard Florey working at 

Oxford University advanced the work of Fleming and in 

1944 CSL started the large scale production of penicillin.  

Within weeks supplies were issued to Australian and US 

forces.  Production in Parkville enabled Australia to      

become the first country in the world to provide penicillin 

to its civilians. 

In 1952, working in conjunction with the Australian Red 

Cross, plasma collected from blood donors was used for 

transfusion, manufacturing of dried plasma and for        

diagnostic services.  95% of this plasma is sold offshore 

providing income for further research. 

Successful developments continued with the introduction 

of Triple Antigen to protect children from diphtheria,   

tetanus and whooping cough in 1953. Over the next three 

decades 75% of children would receive the vaccine. 

Further research successes were evident when in 1956 the 

US Professor Salk developed polio vaccine and CSL issued 

its first batches of polio vaccine which virtually eliminated 

polio in Australia.  I’m sure we can all remember children 

with callipers and other devices at school with us.         

Production of Salk vaccine ceased with the introduction of 

Sabin vaccine 10 years later. 

This prolific and successful research and development 

story continues with Asian flu vaccine in 1957, the         

development of clotting factor for haemophiliacs in 1961, 

Rhesus D immunoglobulin for newborn babies in 1966, 

and the Hong Kong flu pandemic in 1968-69 when           

5 million doses of vaccine were produced. 

OUR VISIT TO THE 

COMMONWEALTH SERUM LABORATORIES 

The Story of  Public Health 

 EHS visits CSL in Parkville 
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An amazing fact we heard is that half a million eggs are 

used per day to produce flu vaccine.  CSL has contracts 

with three chicken farms to enable this process to operate. 

After 50 years of frustrating research, CSL’s Struan     

Sutherland and others finally developed a funnel-web    

spider antivenom in 1980. 

We are fortunate to live in Australia with this world leading 

research and development institution on our doorstep  

protecting us all in such a professional way. 

After this talk we went on a site walk around the grounds, 

reading the many plaques erected for the 100th anniversary 

of CSL explaining the historical significance of the building 

and what work was developed in them. 

 

Rosalie Coutts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We were all very impressed with the great hospitality we received from the staff at CSL on both visits.  

We were given a warm welcome, treated to tea, coffee and scones, jam and cream, and were each given a book, a USB 

key ring and a Centenary Mug as mementos of our visit. Mary was also presented with a copy of a coffee table book 

that was produced to mark the Centenary (100/CSL Rich Past Healthy Future) for our E.H.S. Library. 

We greatly appreciated the invitation from Ms Anna Schultze (CSL External Affairs) and the Presentation and Tour 

led by CSL Archivist, Ms Jacqui Altman and Communications Manager, Christina Hickie. 

The one off opportunity was, I am sure, enjoyed by all who participated. 

Right: A photograph taken of the second group led by Jacqui 

Alman  on the steps of the east wing—the original CSL building. 

 

 

Our Secretary Mary Cahill handles many interesting       

requests for assistance from members of the public and 

passes them on to our research team. Many of these relate 

to former residents of the district or information about a 

person’s home. 

The following request came from Tim Ghys, obviously a 

keen Essendon supporter, who provided the words to an 

old Essendon Football Club song. 

The Same Old Essendon we used to be, 

The Same Old Essendon we are you see 

The same Old Essendon will have it in the bag 

For the Same Old Essendon are we. 

The name “Same Olds” was attributed to the Essendon 

team after it won four consecutive premierships as an    

Association team between 1891-94, prior to the formation 

of the V.F.L. and apparently the supporters rocked the 

grandstand as they sang this song. 

Tim’s quest is to find a copy of the music to this song. He 

has contacted the Essendon Football Club and other Club 

identities but to no avail. 

I suspect that the words would have been written to fit 

some well known tune, but no-one 

seems to know what it was.  

Can you help Tim with the answer to 

this query?  

 

AN INTERESTING RESEARCH REQUEST 
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With the closure of Gordon Lodge, impending sale and 

probable demolition of its imposing Masonic Hall at 34 

Maribyrnong Road, it is timely to reflect on an outstanding 

131 years of local history.  On 17 July 1885, Bro. William 

Farquharson Lamonby and fellow Freemasons met at   

Ascot Vale Hotel to form this first Freemasons' lodge in 

the   Borough of Essendon.  By 11 February 1886, Gordon 

Lodge was consecrated at Essendon Town Hall under 

English constitution warrant No. 2112 - and named after 

British General Charles Gordon of Khartoum (as was 

Gordon Memorial Technical College, Geelong in 1887).    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   General Gordon of Khartoum     Rt. Wor. Bro. W. F. Lamonby 

To establish funds for the lodge building, the enterprising 

directors of Ascot Vale Masonic Hall Company Limited 

raised £2,000  via one pound shares.  This company name 

remains etched under the hall's entablature.  Local archi-

tect, Joseph Charles M. Cowan was contracted to   design 

the building.  Its purpose was made clear in a pressrelease, 

October 1886:   

'The Masonic Hall is intended to be used for concerts, balls, dramatic 

entertainments, i.e. whilst Gordon Lodge will meet on the first floor, 

the main hall on the ground floor is intended to seat an audience of 

200  persons, with two spacious ante-rooms and a stage with prosce-

nium and rear rooms.  The contractors intend to hand over the   

building to the directors in the beginning of March.'   

The conscientious chairman was founder Bro. Lamonby, 

with Mr Latchford secretary. 

The foundation stone of Gordon Lodge was laid on 14 

October 1886 by its founder, first Worshipful Master,   

Bro. W.F. Lamonby who enhanced the ritual by wearing 

his Scottish grandfather's masonic apron.  'The Argus'   

reported joint masonic and community vibrancy:   'The 

Freemasons in full regalia, the shareholders of the company 

and the Mayor Cr. Jennings were arranged in procession by 

Bro. W. Henry, Past Master Combermere Lodge.  They 

marched from Essendon Town Hall to the site of the    

future Masonic Hall - gaily decorated with bunting kindly 

lent by Huddart Parker and Co.   Odes were sung by  

scholars from Ascot Vale State School under the direction 

of Head Master, Bro. Frederick Sandwith Hayden.  The 

builders, Parker and Pater presented the lodge with the 

symbolic silver trowel used in the ceremony.  A parchment 

scroll detailing the Company's constitution was read by 

Bro. W.T. Kelly, treasurer.  It was deposited, with        

newspapers, by Bro. T. Millar and Wardens, Bros. D. 

Campbell and A. Reeve, under the foundation stone.  

Gordon Lodge formed in procession back to Town Hall 

[where earliest monthly meetings were held].  A few     

complimentary toasts were drunk, after which the company 

broke up.'   

During construction, the Gordon Lodge fraternity met for 

six salubrious months at Melbourne's palatial United Grand 

Lodge of Victoria, extending an entire block from 25-31 

Collins Street East to 28-34 Flinders Lane. Also called 

Freemasons' Hall, its Italianate colonnaded balconies and 

gilded cupolas exemplified the splendour of Melbourne's 

'boom' architecture prior to 1893 depression.  Esteemed 

philanthropist, Sir William John Clarke (1831-1897) was 

Grand Master of this Grand Lodge, established as the   

governing body of Victoria's lodges.  In 1885, he largely 

financed this distinguished building - fated to be demol-

ished for the Wentworth Hotel (begun 1972, renamed   

Regent then Sofitel).  

 

The Gordon Masonic Hall in Maribyrnong Road 

On 10 March 1887, Gordon Lodge proudly met for the 

first time at the 'Masonic Hall Ascot Vale' (later designated 

Moonee Ponds) and three members were initiated. The 

first Minute Book noted 'delight' of the Freemasons with 

their hall, formally opened with a Ball on 13 May 1887.  

RISE AND DEMISE  

OF THE GORDON LODGE MASONIC HALL 

By Lorraine Rogers
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The following December Sir William Clarke, District 

Grand Master and head of the Masonic fraternity in      

Victoria, officially dedicated Gordon Lodge's ceremonial 

lodge room.  With dimensions 28' x 23' and 17'6" high  

ceilings, this dignified room was reported as 'quite a work 

of art' with kauri flooring, and 'on a raised dais is the    

Master's chair with the masonic emblems'.  A welcoming 

vestibule with 'handsome' staircase and cellar led to the 

commodious main hall 75' x 35', perfect for entertainment.  

A stage lavishly lit by four chandeliers, with 'a drop curtain 

in handsome crimson and gold' created theatrical ambi-

ence.  The solemnity of the Masonic Hall's Classical      

Revival exterior, pillars and symmetrical elevation         

symbolises just one aspect of Freemasonry's complex    

ancient and eclectic origins.   

 Built on narrow land 50' x 130' in a rapidly developing 

suburb, the capacious Masonic Hall provided an essential 

social hub not only for its core Gordon Lodge meetings, 

ceremonies and entertainments, but  those of the 

neighbourhood.  Before the hall was built, clubs and     

organisations met in hotels.  Almost two decades passed 

before comparably large-sized community halls were built 

in the district, and well before elegant Reception 'houses' 

hosted family celebrations, meetings and business dinners.  

Accordingly, the Hall proved a financial success.  Just 

months after opening it was documented on 14 January 

1888, that the Masonic Hall 'will be self-supporting, as settled 

revenue from letting is now 135 pounds p.a. irrespective of evening 

parties and public events'.   

Thirty-two years later, 'Essendon Gazette' (23/9/1920) 

reported 'the Hall was sold for 2,500 pounds as a going concern to 

the Trustees of the Gordon Lodge, tenants of the hall since near its 

inception.'  

Revenue grew, as innumerable diverse gatherings enjoyed 

this well-utilised hall.  Over the generations, they included 

sporting and social clubs, musical and literary societies, 

wedding anniversaries, 21st-91st birthdays, concerts, 

choirs, churches, political organisations, inaugural       

meetings, and sadly, soldiers' send-off concerts during two 

World Wars.  Even a few overcrowded schools moved 

temporarily into the versatile hall, such as Ascot Vale S.S. 

due to high enrolment of 600 pupils in 1887 (leasing at £75  

p.a.), Ascot Vale Ladies College during 1892 depression, 

and 'North College' in 1898. 

Invaluable press reports have preserved for posterity     

nostalgic functions held at the Masonic Hall, personal and 

public.  For example, 'Melbourne Punch'  25/2/1897:      

'A Farewell Dance for Mr. F. Dunkley prior to his         

departure for England.'  From that year until 1918, local 

press reported the Essendon District Scottish Society's 

'monthly business and harmony nights'.   In August 1897, 

popular 'Horace Stevens held his concert' in the hall.   On 

17 May 1898, 'the first Australian performance of “King 

Olaf” was given on a wet night, despite which the audience 

overflowed and conductor Jager was overcome with joy'.  

The North Suburban Choral Union 'on May Day 1890 met 

to form a musical society with E.J. Jager conductor', and 

four years' later gave a performance to aid the unemployed.  

It is interesting that the 'Essendon Gazette' reported         

'a masonic Cricket Match between Gordon Lodge Moonee 

Ponds and the Kensington Lodge', held  9 April 1914.  

This match epitomises social connections between the 

lodge fraternity and the local community and historically, a 

link with the original Borough of Essendon and          

Flemington, formed in 1862. 

  Just prior to World War 1, the short-lived Cooee Club 

advertised its 'Opening Dance' to be held on 28 April, 

1914.  On 14 December that year, Essendon and Ascot 

Vale Labour League held 'a grand concert'.  For a          

remarkable continuous 63 years, 1915 to 1978, the hall was 

the rollicking meeting place of the Lizards Club, (founded 

1909, St Paul's Ascot Vale) and being "always out for fun" 

formed its own Minstrel Troupe, inviting Tivoli performers 

to join them.  Lizards' founder, Bro. E.T. Wilson was 

Gordon Lodge member for 38 years and Lodge Master 

1921.   Conversely, another music-hall performance in the 

'crowded' Masonic Hall organised by the North Suburban 

Club in 1916 was reviewed as 'one of the most enjoyable 

smoke nights held in this district, bristling with excellent 

musical and elocutionary turns'.  Despite which, this was 

perhaps a last farewell concert 'to send-off members who 

have joined the colours'. 

It seems that apart from the hall's  Gordon Lodge          

activities, a gradual decline of public bookings occurred 

from the 1960s.  Within walls of solid impassivity, learning, 

ceremony and charitable brotherhood took place.  The  

joyful strains of music, mime, mimicry and theatre rang 

out.  Freemasonry and local residents have shared a mag-

nificent 130 years of bonhomie at the venerable Masonic 

Hall, Moonee Ponds. 

 

 

Joseph Charles Martin 

Cowan, the architect 

who drew up the plans 

for the Masonic Hall 
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I can well recall Ben Henshall, the bootmaker, who operated 
his business in Buckley Street near the railway line in the 
1920s period. 

My family lived on the corner of Lorraine Street. Having an 
injured father at that time meant that my mother had to take 
in boarders for the family to survive. 

As a pre-schooler, I became aware of “Bemme” as he was 
affectionately called. When any shoes were left around the 
house I would collect them and head for Bennie. 

Describing it in his words “The wire door would open and 
the shoes would appear on the bench, then the door would 
open again—all without any vision of the customer.” 

Bennie would examine the shoes, mend them and put them 
aside to be claimed.  

Later he employed an assistant who was called up to serve 
his country in the war. Bennie always said that he had to  
retain the business and keep the job open for his assistant. I 
believe that he loved all his customers and his work. 

The assistant did return and took over the business. Bennie 
retired to Queensland, but not before coming to my home to 
say good-bye. 

The shop still looks the same as it did in the 1930s and the 
equipment inside probably hasn’t changed either.  

Thank you, Eric, for once again sharing some of you 
early memories with us. 

Bennie Henshall operated his boot repair business from No 
125 Buckley Street which was located on the south side of 
the main road, between Sherbourne Street and Leslie Road. 

The three shops pictured above (of which Henshall’s was the 
middle one) were built c1927 on land owned by members of 
the Elder family, Stanley and Leslie Elder, after whom the 
two streets, Leslie Road and Stanley Street were named.   

 

 

 

 

We accepted an invitation to participate in Britfest, on  
Saturday April 21st at the Moonee Ponds Bowls Club. This     
activity was organised by the English Speaking Union of 
Victoria to celebrate British Culture and it proved to be a 
very interesting day. We set up a stall to publicise our 
books and other material, and although we didn’t make 
many sales, we were glad of the opportunity of giving the 
E.H.S. publicity.  

We were entertained by the Red Raven Morris Dancers, 
the 95th Regiment (Rifles), the Glenroy Scottish Dancers 
and other groups with British connections, and we were 
able to enjoy a Cornish pasty or a British beer, if we wished 
to do so.  
Peter Bromley and I sat through a typical “Punch and Judy 
Show” and witnessed Punch literally getting away with 
murder—but it was all in the spirit of the day. 

Thanks to those E.H.S. members who came along to assist 
us on the day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Red Raven Morris Dancers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Punch and Judy Show 

 

BEN HENSHALL  -  BOOT REPAIRER 

by Eric Glassenbury 
BRITFEST 

Celebrating British Culture 
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Twenty-four members and two visitors were in attendance 

at our General Meeting on March 27th. President, Bob 

Chalmers, extended a welcome to all and conducted the 

Business Meeting.  

Rosalie Coutts gave a very comprehensive report on the 

Visit to the Commonwealth Serum Laboratories on March 

16, which was attended by 12 members. A second visit was 

being organised for those members who missed out on the 

first visit. 

Secretary, Mary Cahill, brought the members up to date on 

the progress of the Restoration of the Courthouse and the 

Treasurer, Terry Scott presented his financial report. 

Following the closure of the Business formalities, the   

President introduced the Guest Speaker, Eric Panther, 

from “Down Memory Lane”.  

Eric took us on a nostalgic trip back into our childhood, 

producing small items of memorabilia from his vast      

collection that were once part of our everyday lives. His 

display included cigarette cards, coins, money-boxes,     

certificates, children’s games and other collectables. Most 

items were of little monetary value, but to a collector like 

Eric, they are like gold. Fortunately for him, his wife is also 

a collector, and her album of swap-cards is one of her 

treasured possessions. 

All members present appeared to greatly enjoy Eric’s   

presentation and members could often be heard saying “I 

had one of those” or “I remember that”. At the conclusion 

of his talk, Elaine Brogan expressed the appreciation of the 

members and presented him with a small gift.. The evening 

was brought to a close with a light supper. 

  

 

Our April Meeting was held at “Windy Hill” on Anzac Eve 

(April 24th). It was attended by only 20 members, but we 

received twelve apologies, with six of our regular members 

either overseas or about to embark on a overseas trip. In 

addition, we had four visitors. 

In his report, President, Bob Chalmers, referred to the  

recent death of Marjorie Conning—one of our oldest 

members. He also informed members that the Dinner 

Meeting, usually held in August, has been brought forward 

to our June Meeting (June 26th).  

Members were alerted to the work being carried out to 

update the E.H.S. Website by Terry Scott and Kelsey 

Collins with the assistance of IT expert, Cliff Tumney. It 

was also announced that Julie Scott had agreed to take up 

the position of Publicity Officer and keep our website up 

to date. 

Mary Cahill reported to members on what had taken place 

in the courthouse over the past month and proposed plans 

for the Society in the future. 

Following the closure of the formalities, Elaine Brogan 

introduced our Guest Speaker, Patti Gerkens who had 

been invited to talk to us about Rosemary, the life sized 

statue in Victory Park, Ascot Vale. 

 

 

 

 

Patti, Michelle Alsopp, Wendy Price and Anne Heyes, after 

hearing about grants being made by the Commonwealth 

Government to commemorate the Centenary of Anzac, 

formed a group to recognise the thankless dedication of 

those women who cared for the soldiers when they came 

back to Australia. They called their group “Women Caring 

for Veterans of War”  

They applied for a grant to erect a bronze statue in     

memory of the forgotten “carers”. They chose a well 

dressed and dignified figure to represent their cause, and 

received a grant of $30,000 to have their lady created.  

The Moonee Valley Council supported the project by   

supplying funds for the plinth, the plaque, the printing of 

the program and the cost of the launch, unveiling and   

refreshments.  

Rosemary for Remembrance was unveiled at Victory Park, 

Ascot Vale, on 29 August 2015. She is the only memorial 

in the world recognising the wonderful women carers. 

OUR MARCH GENERAL MEETING 

OUR APRIL GENERAL MEETING 
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I can never remember, in all of my years as a resident of   

Essendon, there being so many large scale building           

development projects taking place at the same time.. 

The Buckley Street Level Crossing Removal, of course, is 

probably the biggest and most expensive undertaking to have 

occurred in our district.    

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                         

 

 

A short distance away, on the corner of Flower Street and 

Buckley Street, another large development is taking place. 

Likewise, the site on the corner of Buckley Street and       

Lincoln Road, where once the Southern Cross (Regal)      

Picture Theatre stood, is now also a building site, and will 

soon be occupied by units. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Russell Court and shops in Russell Street, opposite the  

Essendon Railway Station, have been demolished and will 

be replaced by further units and commercial business sites.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And, of course,  Caydon’s “Mason Square” in Homer 

Street, Moonee Ponds, continues to grow and dwarf other 

buildings around it.  

     Photos: by Bob Chalmers 

 

 

 

 

          

 

 

 

 

OUR CHANGING CITY 

OUR VISIT TO THE  

COMMONWEALTH SERUM LABORATORIES 

MARCH 16th, 2018 

From Left: Diana Campbell, Greg Thege, Mary Cahill, Jacqui 

Altman (CSL Archivist), Rosalie Coutts, Emma Thege and 

Judy Benson (Report on Page s 5 and 6) 
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E.H.S. Contact Details 

PRESIDENT: 

Bob Chalmers Ph: 9379 2750 

SECRETARY: 

Mary Cahill  Ph: 9370 7296 

TREASURER: 

Terry Scott  Ph: 9300 2747 

NEWSLETTER EDITOR: 

Bob Chalmers Ph: 9379 2750 

Email address: 

bchalmers7@bigpond.com 

***COMING EVENTS*** 

GENERAL MEETINGS 

TUESDAY, MAY  22nd, 2018 

at 

“Windy Hill Function Centre” 

at 7.30 p.m. 

GUEST SPEAKER 

Beryl Patullo 

Family Historian, Genealogist,  

Member of the GSV and 

Whittlesea Historical Society 

& Craigieburn History Group 

 

TUESDAY, JUNE  26th 

E.H.S. ANNUAL DINNER 

at 

“Windy Hill Function Centre” 

GUEST SPEAKER 

Virginia Noonan 

Topic: 

Dr. Sam Merrifield 

& The Merrifield Family 

 

TUESDAY, JULY  24th 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

at 

“Windy Hill Function Centre” 

At 7.30 pm 

Meetings 

The Society will continue to meet on 

the fourth Tuesday of each month, 

from February to December.  

General Meetings, unless notified 

otherwise, will be held in the        

Hi-Marque Room at “Windy Hill    

Receptions”, cnr Napier Street, 

and Brewster Street, Essendon, 

commencing at 7.30 pm 

Courthouse Museum 

Due to severe damage caused by the 

fire, the Courthouse Museum will be 

out of action until further  notice.  

The Newsletter 

The deadline for the next  E.H.S. 

Newsletter is June 8th, 2018.         

Material   forwarded before this 

date would be greatly appreciated. 

Members are encouraged to      

provide items of local interest. 

        E.H.S. Postal Address 

Please note that all correspondence 

should be addressed to: 

        The Secretary, (E.H.S.) 

        P.O. Box 557 

        Essendon, 3040 

The E.H.S. Newsletter, produced 

five times each year, is an important 

vehicle for keeping members up to 

date with events and activities which 

are being organised by the Society. 

However, it is also important that it 

contains interesting material relating 

to the district and its rich history, of 

which each of you is a part. I urge 

you to seriously consider composing 

an article for our next publication.  

It will be gratefully received. 

    The Editor    

© 2018 No Material from this Newsletter may be reproduced without               

    permission of the Essendon Historical Society.  

 

 

We would like to extend a warm     

welcome to the following new     

members 

Ron & Diane Williamson 

(Pascoe Vale) 

Margaret Baker 

(Moonee Ponds) 

Stewart Smith 

(Essendon) 

Boris Corluka & Mala Fernando 

(Moonee Ponds) 

Helen Dickie 

(Keilor East) 

Geoff Lutz 

(Pascoe Vale) 

We look forward to meeting up with 

you at our Meetings and other        

activities. 

 

The Annual Dinner Meeting, which 

has been held in August in previous 

years, has been brought forward to 

the June Meeting (June 26th). 

It was decided to bring the Dinner 

Meeting forward two months to 

spread the special events more evenly 

throughout the year. 

Our Treasurer, Terry Scott, will be 

mailing out special invitations to this 

event shortly. 

Our Guest Speaker, Virginia 

Noonan, has recently completed a 

book on The Merrifield family which 

she launched recently in Tavistock, 

Devonshire, England, where the 

story of Dr Samuel Merrifield’s    

family began. It has been put        

together from unpublished letters.   

Virginia is a direct descendant of a 

branch of the Merrifield family.    

APPEAL FOR ITEMS 

NEW MEMBERS ANNUAL DINNER MEETING 


